
What happens when workers lose their jobs through no fault of their own? 
How do they manage with the loss of income? Today, every state has an 
unemployment insurance (UI) program that provides some income to 
these unemployed workers. But how did UI begin and how does it work? 

Going back to the 1920s, most workers had jobs and an income to support 
a good lifestyle. Electricity, radios, refrigerators, and even cars were becom-
ing affordable. People enjoyed these good times of the “Roaring Twenties” 
and thought they would last forever.  

But in 1929, things changed. The Great Depression brought an economic 
catastrophe. Between 1929 and 1933, the unemployment rate soared to 
25 percent of the labor force (Figure 1). The effects were alarming and in 
stark contrast to the 1920s. Without a safety net, a lost job meant no income. 
Many became homeless with no means to support their families. And the 
struggles began. 

Unemployment Insurance: 
A Tried and True Safety Net

Jeannette N. Bennett, Senior Economic Education Specialist

GLOSSARY

Depression: A severe and long-lasting eco-
nomic downturn that is worse and deeper 
than a recession; a severe reduction in 
gross domestic product (GDP).

Employee: A person who works for an 
employer in exchange for a monetary 
payment.

Employer: A person or business providing a 
job or work to others and giving a mone-
tary payment in exchange for the work. 

Extended unemployment benefits: 
Additional weeks of benefits available to 
workers who have exhausted regular 
unemployment insurance benefits during 
periods of high unemployment. 

Labor force: The total number of workers, 
including both the employed and the 
unemployed.

Recession: A period of declining real income 
and rising unemployment; significant 
decline in general economic activity 
extending over a period of time.

Taxes: Fees charged on business and indi-
vidual income, activities, property, or 
products by governments. People are 
required to pay taxes. 

Unemployed: People 16 years of age and 
older who are without jobs and actively 
seeking work.

Unemployment: A condition where people 
at least 16 years old are without jobs and 
actively seeking work.

Unemployment rate: The percentage of 
the labor force that is willing and able to 
work, does not currently have a job, and 
is actively looking for employment.
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“Of all the aspects of social misery nothing is so heartbreaking as unemployment.” 
—Jane Addams
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Figure 1
Civilian Unemployment Rate, 1919-2006

SOURCE: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis;  
https://www.stlouisfed.org/education/great-depression-curriculum-unit.
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Federal-State Partnership
Struggles and crises often bring reform. And that’s 
exactly what happened during the Great Depression. 
The ugly picture of the severe depression showed 
despair and poverty. And this brought a renewed 
interest in providing some type of program to assist 
workers who had lost their jobs.  

Programs were tried at the state level. Wisconsin led the 
way and in 1932 became the first state to enact a UI law. 
A few other states followed with similar programs, which 
were funded by a tax on employers.1 But most states did 
not. They feared the tax on employers could cause a loss 
of business and jobs to states that did not tax employers. 
This created an interstate problem and became a concern 
of the federal government. 

In 1935, as part of the Social Security Act, the Federal 
Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) created the federal-state 
unemployment insurance program.2 This act mirrored 
the earlier state plans. The purpose of FUTA was to replace 
some of the lost income, for a period of time, to laid-off 
workers who were looking and available for work. 

The act allowed for some federal control but gave states 
the freedom to design their own programs. The U.S. 
Department of Labor (DOL) was in charge, but states 
determined who would qualify for benefits, how much 
payments would be, and for how long payments would 
be given. States set up offices to take care of payments 
to workers who qualified. 

Today, all states have UI programs, but they vary in design. 
For example, some states give benefits for a longer time 
than others, and the amount of payments are not the 
same. Some states provide benefits to workers who have 
worked only part time, while other states do not. (See 
boxed insert, “Sample of Normal State Unemployment 
Benefits, August 2020.”)3,4

Eligibility for Unemployment Insurance
All states require that workers be able to work, available 
for work, and actively seeking work to qualify for UI. Most 
states require a work history that shows a minimum time 
worked and an amount of earnings based on a 12-month 
period.5

Eligibility is determined weekly, and workers must file 
claims weekly. Any earnings for the period, job offers 

accepted, or job offers declined must be reported. This 
can affect eligibility for receiving benefits and the amount 
received. And workers must continue to meet state 
requirements.6 

Workers can be denied unemployment benefits. Making 
false statements to obtain benefits is one reason. Others 
include quitting a job without good cause or being fired. 
And even after being qualified, workers can lose benefits 
if they’re unable to or unavailable for work, not actively 
seeking work, or refusing an offer of suitable work.7 UI 
does not cover people who leave their jobs voluntarily or 
people looking for their first job. Self-employed people 
are normally not entitled to regular unemployment bene-
fits. Also, certain types of employment, such as charity 
work, are excluded from UI coverage.8 

Benefits
Each state sets how unemployment benefits are deter-
mined. Today, in a regular UI program, most states pro-
vide up to 26 weeks of benefits to workers who qualify. 
However, this does not mean all workers receive benefits 
for the entire time—only for the time they qualify. 

In most cases, benefits are based on a percentage of a 
worker’s income over the past year—up to a limit. Some 
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Sample of Normal State Unemployment Benefits, August 2020

State
Normal maximum  
weeks of benefits

Normal maximum  
weekly benefits

Arkansas 26 $451

California 26 $450

Florida 12 $275

Georgia 14 $365

Indiana 26 $390

Kentucky 26 $552

Louisiana 26 $247

Massachusetts 30 $823

Mississippi 26 $235

Missouri 20 $320

Nevada 26 $469

North Dakota 26 $640

Oklahoma 26 $539

Tennessee 26 $275

Texas 26 $521

Washington 26 $844



states pay reduced benefits for part-time work, which 
provides only a small amount of income. Since payments 
are capped, UI may replace a smaller share of previous 
earnings for higher-income workers than for lower-income 
workers. 

States may also require a certain amount of steady earn-
ings over the previous year to qualify for benefits. This 
may affect low-wage workers. They may not qualify for 
benefits, because many have not worked enough or 
earned enough to qualify.9 

Today, workers can receive unemployment benefits in 
different ways, based on economic conditions (Figure 2).10 
Benefits can be received on a state-issued prepaid debit 
card. Or benefits can be directly deposited into a personal 
bank or credit union account, or onto an existing prepaid 
card. Some states will send payments by paper check.11 
UI payments are taxable income and must be reported 
on federal income tax returns.12 Also, in states that have 
a state income tax, UC may be subject to this tax.

Extended Benefits
UI programs often change. In times of recession or spe-
cial economic conditions, workers may receive extended 
unemployment benefits. For example, a state may pay 
benefits for a longer period of time when the state’s 

unemployment rate increases. Benefits can also be 
extended by the federal government during times of 
high unemployment. It can approve additional payment 
amounts, extend the amount of time people can receive 
benefits, and expand programs to include part-time 
workers.13 For example, as a response to the COVID-19 
pandemic, extended benefits started in March 2020. 
Workers who were receiving benefits were given an addi-
tional $600 weekly payment. These extra payments were 
fully federally funded and lasted for about four months.14

Who Pays for Unemployment Insurance?
The regular UI program is generally funded by employers. 
Most employers pay both federal and state unemploy-
ment taxes.15 These taxes are based on the amount of 
wages paid to employees and are figured as a percentage 
of an employee’s wages. The FUTA tax rate is the same 
for all employers in all states. However, the state tax 
varies from one state to another. 

Employers must pay FUTA tax on a regular basis. And at 
the end of a year, employers must file a FUTA tax return. 
This tax return requires filers to record FUTA tax payments 
made for the year and submit any payment due. FUTA 
taxes are sent to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and 
are credited to state accounts. States make the rules for 
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Figure 2
Percent of Labor Force Getting Unemployment Benefits, August 27, 2020

SOURCE: Stateline analysis of U.S. Department of Labor and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.



receiving benefits and issue payments to workers. The 
federal government pays for operating costs and for 
setting up employment offices that try to match workers 
with new jobs.16 

Data Collection
Data collected by the DOL from state unemployment 
agencies for the number of UI claims filed weekly are 
helpful. These data can tell something about the job mar-
ket. For example, when the number of initial claims is 
steep, it’s an indication of an abrupt loss of jobs (Figure 3). 
Continued claims (Figure 4) indicate the number of 
unemployed people who have already filed an initial 
claim and are filing again so that they keep receiving 
weekly benefits. 

However, many workers who lose their job may not file 
for unemployment benefits for a while. And many people 
remain unemployed after benefits expire. So, UI claims 
data do not precisely show the number of unemployed 
persons and are not a measure of the unemployment rate. 
The unemployment rate is measured quite differently 
by another agency, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). 
The BLS does not use the unemployment claims data to 
figure the unemployment rate. It uses a system of house-
hold surveys to collect information from a representative 
sample of the U.S. population to calculate the unemploy-
ment rate (Figure 5). 

Unemployment Insurance Changes
UI programs often change over time. For example, over 
the years the duration of regular UI benefits has increased 
from 16 weeks to 26 weeks in most states. Also, in some 
previous UI programs, after a certain period of time 
workers could qualify for UI after being fired from their 
job or quitting work. Today this is no longer allowed in 
any state.17 Also, the UI process has changed. It was just 
a few years ago that workers had to visit an office to file 
for unemployment. Today, because of technology, most 
everything can be done by cell phone and/or the internet.

Conclusion
UI in the United States was first tried by a few states. FUTA 
made it a federal-state partnership. These programs vary 
among states and also change with time and economic 
conditions. But some things have remained the same: UI 
helps workers who have lost their jobs by replacing part 
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Figure 3
Initial Claims

SOURCE: FRED®, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis;  
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/ICSA#0.

Figure 4
Continued Claims (Insured Unemployment)

SOURCE: FRED®, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis;  
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CCSA#0. 

Figure 5
Unemployment Rate

SOURCE: FRED®, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis;  
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/UNRATE#0. 
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of their wages for a period of time. The benefits are very 
important during hard times. For example, during the 
2020 COVID-19 pandemic, the unemployment rate spiked 
sharply. But unlike the days of the Great Depression, 
workers could apply for UI. There was help when jobs 
were lost. This is one example of how UI continues to 
serve its intended purpose. UI has been tried and has 
remained true to the hopes and ideas of the founders of 
the program. n
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After reading the article, select the best answer to each question.

1. The first unemployment insurance program 
 a. began at the federal level.   
 b. was funded by a tax on employees.  
 c. was designed by the Internal Revenue Service.
 d. began at the state level.   

2. Data collected by the DOL for weekly UI claims
 a. come from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
 b. are based on data from state agencies. 
 c. will always show the unemployment rate.  
 d. are the same for each week.

3. UI is generally funded by 
 a. a tax on employees.
 b. a tax on employers.
 c. employers and unemployed workers.
 d. a policy that employees can buy.

4. Although amounts often change, the normal maximum weekly benefits a worker could receive from UI in August  
 2020 was  
 a. the same in Tennessee and Washington.  
 b. the same in Tennessee and Florida.
 c. more in Mississippi than in Texas.
 d. the same in every state.  

5. To qualify for UI benefits, a worker  
 a. can refuse to work. 
 b. can be sick and in the hospital.
 c. must be able and available to work.   
 d. must file for benefits each day.

6. An unemployed worker received a weekly benefit of $500 in early March 2020. If the worker remained eligible,   
 how much was the weekly benefit at the beginning of April 2020? 
 a. $1,100
 b. $750
 c. $800
 d. $600

7. Data collected by the DOL from state agencies for both initial and continued unemployment insurance claims 
 a. are helpful in learning about the job market.  
 b. show exactly the same things. 
 c. are used for arriving at the unemployment rate.
 d. remain unchanged from week to week. 



8. Federal unemployment taxes are called “FUTA” taxes and are 
 a. determined by the state in which a worker works. 
 b. paid only by an employee to the IRS.
 c. paid by employers to the DOL.
 d. based on the amount of wages paid to employees.

9. The unemployment rate increased sharply
 a. during the Great Depression and decreased when COVID-19 hit in 2020.
 b. during the Great Depression and when COVID-19 hit in 2020.
 c. during the 1940s and 1950s.
 d. during the 1970s and 1980s.

10. Extended unemployment benefits 
 a. can only be given by individual states. 
 b. can be given by both individual states and the federal government.
 c. are only available with federal approval. 
 d. were not given when COVID-19 hit in 2020.

11. The FUTA was passed in 1935 and gave 
 a. full control of all UI programs to the DOL.
 b. full control of the design of individual state UI programs to the BLS.
 c. all states the freedom to design their own UI programs.
 d. full control of the design of individual state UI programs to the IRS.

12. Most states have 
 a. 26 weeks as the normal maximum number of weeks of benefits.
 b. more than $800 for the normal maximum benefits.
 c. less than 12 weeks as the normal maximum number of weeks of benefits.
 d. more than 26 weeks as the normal maximum number of weeks of benefits.

13. Juan is unemployed and has filed an unemployment claim for the first time. His claim will be counted
 a. as part of the initial claim data for the week he filed.
 b. as part of the initial claim and continued claims data for the week he filed.
 c. in the total number of continued claims for the week.
 d. in the data collected by BLS to calculate the unemployment rate.

14. The UI programs in each state
 a. all require that claims be filed the day after a worker becomes unemployed.
 b. provide a safety net for workers who lose jobs through no fault of their own.
 c. are designed at the federal level and are basically all the same.
 d. cannot deny benefits to unemployed workers for any reason.
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